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band," Ramsdell answered, "If Lewis hated him or was
C
'ous of him, we should know our ground. But Narvritz
thrown a spell on him as he has on you. My God,
Julie, if you and Lewis were just separated lovers hungry
for each other, it would be plain enough. ... I know that
sort of torment when I see it, but this	"
Sophie and Allard's wife were advancing towards them
across the bridge, but paused, leaning on the rail, with
white dresses blazing in the sun.
Julie kept her eyes on the two distant figures.
"What drew me to Lewis first of all was	" She
clasped and unclasped her hands. "It's not easy to say,
even to you—even to myself."
Ramsdell waited. "Go on," he said.
"It's just a coward who can't bear her own secrets—
stripping herself of them," she answered. "It's damnable
for you.'*
"Julie, my dear, say what you have to say. I'd rather
hear it than watch the stifled look on your face while all
this is baffling and choking you."
"It seemed easy at the beginning," she said. "I thought
that, if we became lovers, after a little time the madness
would pass; I shouldn't be thirsty any more; I should be
able to be happy with him again, working and talking—
just being with him; and I imagined that when the time
came to part	"
"My poor Julie!"
"I was mad," Julie said. "So was he. ... And yet,
looking back on ourselves as we were then, ringed round
in this place, it seems reasonable enough still. So easy to
return to our separate lives outside the ring—some day.
Now we are caught in it."
"StilUoving each other?"
"Loving?" She was asking that question of herself.
"Passion is dead—or asleep," she said, speaking calmly
and without bitterness. "No, not dead and broken; not
worn out and frayed and ugly; but once, you see, it was—-
the colour of a world we had made for ourselves, and
now...."

